Aged care SAS cube instructions

Logging on to the OLAP cube environment by clicking on one of the links should produce a view like the table below.
In the live cube environment place the cursor on the data table and right click. Select ‘ASSIGN DATA’. Fields may be changed by drag and drop or using the ‘Move Items’ tab in the Assigning Data window. Once the fields have been selected, click OK and VIEW to produce new cross tabulations.
An alternative to right clicking in the table is to work the EDIT and VIEW buttons above the table.

Clicking on EDIT above the table brings up the following screen:-
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Right click on the square table and then select ASSIGN DATA. Proceed as before to get State/Territory by age groups or some other cross tabulation and then click OK and click VIEW.

Notice in the previous picture that there are icons for graph options under the EDIT and VIEW tabs. These tabs may be used to create graphs in much the same way as tables are created. The table is the default presentation so it is usual to place a graph under a table.
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Clicking on edit produces

Clicking on edit produces
Now the graph icons are visible. Click on the bar chart icon in the edit tab.

Clicking on the graph and selecting ASSIGN DATA allows a choice of fields for the graph. Once the selection is made click OK and then click VIEW.
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The data table and the graph may be independent or aligned with the graph.